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ADIX START system
Everything you need for your departure.

ADIX SMART system
We ensure stable business with smart solutions. 

ADIX OPTIMIZER system
We minimize costs and working time.

WE STOCK UP 

Everything you need for your departure.  
ADIX manages all material supply tasks in 
one place, so you can get everything you 
need with one order.

WE FURNISH 

From the dressing room to the paper towels! 
You will have more time for important 
tasks, because we will buy everything for 
you.

WE FORM

Virtual Inventory. You can operate in 
greater safety, we create your own security 
stock, virtual warehouse, thus minimizing 
the supply risk.

WE ENSURE

Direct manufacturer representation, 30 years 
of experience in the industry. We have a wide 
stock.

Small items sometimes take a long time to get. Trust us, it will be faster than ever.
Easier, more time-saving receipt of goods.
We undertake warranty administration.
We prepare an invoice, so the transfer cost can be reduced
Own ADIX contact. Simpler information to save you time.
We also sell hard-to-find products.

1
ORDER,
CONTACT PERSON, 
ACCOUNTING COST, 
SHIPPING COST,
GOODS RECEIPT,
BANK CHARGES



PROTECTION EQUIPMENT, DEVICES
Product categories

RESCUE CHESTS

BUOYSDANGER CALLER

INDUSTRIAL CARPETS

SECURITY FENCESGUARD RAILS
ADDITIONAL SHELVES FOR 

CHEMICAL CABINET

PROTECTIVE PROFILE

BARRIER POSTS

ANTI-SLIP FLOOR TILES

FIREPROOF BUCKET WELDING CURTAIN



WORKSHOP EQUIPMENT, TOOLS

TOOL SETSBACK WALL SYSTEMS

WORKSHOP TABLES

WORKSHOP CARS

POWER TOOLS



PLASTIC SHIPPING CRATES WASTE CONTAINERSSHELF RACK WITH BOXES

WELDED - AND  
OFFICE WARDROBES

DRESSING BENCHES

CONTAINERS

DRESSING ROOM EQUIPMENTS



MARKINGS

INDUSTRIAL MARKING PAINTSPAINTS FLOOR MARKING TAPES

MANUAL HYDRAULIC FORKLIFTROLLER CONTAINER

ROPE WINCHESMILLER’S CARTES

STORAGE

MATERIAL HANDLING



HALL BROOMS AND BRUSHESLADDERS-RACKS

WASTE COLLECTORSFIRE EXTINGUISHERS

STICKERS

TRAFFIC REDUCERS BICYCLE STORAGES

DOOR MATS

INDUSTRIAL MIRRORS

VENTILATORS

EVERYTHING ELSE YOU MAY NEED



 

ADIX is   one of Hungary’s leading industrial plant supplier. With more than 30 years 
of experience, we work with nearly 600 partners at all points in the industry.

ADIX was established in 1993, and as an internationally recognized company 
have a significant turnover. Our company is economically stable, so it can be an 
outstanding maintenance and auxiliary material supplier for any industrial company, 
and production units under construction or already operating.

Our company operates in two countries with a total of 15 units. We provide local, 
fast access to goods and high-quality services.

Our goal is to provide our partners with the most favorable, constantly improving 
operating environment.

We minimize the working time spent on operation.
We reduce the operational and production costs of your partners.
We provide stable care.
You can rely on us from construction to operation.

AT ALL POINTS IN THE INDUSTRY

uzemeltetes@adix.hu
+36 (20) 480 4157

Our contacts:

adix.hu


